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The Foreign Investment in Real Property Tax Act of 1980 (FIRPTA) was enacted to ensure that gain attributable
to the disposition of U.S. Real Property would be subject to U.S. tax for all parties involved, including foreign
corporations and individuals. Prior to the enactment of FIRPTA, the Treasury Department submitted a report
that showed that foreign investors were able to avoid U.S. tax on gains from dispositions of U.S. real property
under the Internal Revenue Code Sections (IRC) 871 and 881, wherein capital gains of foreign persons are
generally exempt from U.S. tax unless the gains constitute effectively connected income (ECI).
The enactment of FIRPTA ensured that the gains and losses derived from sales of interest in U.S. real property
would be treated as ECI. The Act also defined what constitutes an interest in U.S. real property, including
ownership interests in a corporation (not regularly traded on an established security market), partnership,
estate or trust to the extent that the entity assets are U.S. Real Property Interests. Accordingly, under IRC
1445 a sale of a partnership interest wherein an amount of the disposition is attributable to a U.S. Real
Property would result in U.S. tax withholding on the attributable amount.
One exception to the FIRPTA tax rules is the exclusion from the definition of a U.S. Real Property Interest of
ownership interests in a publicly traded partnership or publicly traded trust (domestically controlled REIT) if
the holder of the interest owns less than five percent (5%) of the traded class of stock/partnership interest.
Recently two members of the House Ways and Means Committee, Reps. Kevin Brady (R-Tex) and Joe Crowley
(D-NY) have introduced legislation to increase the percentage to ten percent (10%). The legislation would also
exempt foreign pension funds from FIRPTA tax entirely. The goal of the legislation is to encourage more
foreign investment into the U.S real estate market. “Modernizing FIRPTA and encouraging foreign investment
will boost job growth and expand our local economies,” according to Rep. Brady.
The legislation has yet to be voted on, but with the apparent continued support of both parties and both
branches of Congress, a passing vote could be coming in the months ahead. However, with the current
budget deficit and the direct benefit of the legislation going to foreign investors, it is far from a guarantee to
be made law. We will keep you up to date on any future developments.
Contact us regarding the proposed legislation change to the Foreign Investment in Real Property Tax Act
(FIRPTA) and visit our Construction and Real Estate services pages for our service offerings.
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You’ve heard our thoughts… We’d like to hear yours
The Schneider Downs Our Thoughts On blog exists to create a dialogue on issues that are important to organizations and
individuals. While we enjoy sharing our ideas and insights, we’re especially interested in what you may have to say. If you
have a question or a comment about this article – or any article from the Our Thoughts On blog – we hope you’ll share it
with us. After all, a dialogue is an exchange of ideas, and we’d like to hear from you. Email us at
contactSD@schneiderdowns.com.
Material discussed is meant for informational purposes only, and it is not to be construed as investment, tax, or legal advice.
Please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore, this information should be relied upon when coordinated with
individual professional advice.
© 2019 Schneider Downs. All rights-reserved. All content on this site is property of Schneider Downs unless otherwise noted
and should not be used without written permission.
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Next year, taxpayers can expect to see their Form 1040 to be different than the postcard-size Form that
was introduced as a result of the 2017 Tax Cuts ...
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The general rule under Internal Revenue Code §451 is that an item of income shall be included in gross
income for the taxable year or receipt unless ...
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Have a question? Ask us!
We’d love to hear from you. Drop us a note, and we’ll respond to you as quickly as
possible.
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PITTSBURGH
One PPG Place, Suite 1700
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
contactsd@schneiderdowns.com
p:412.261.3644 f:412.261.4876

COLUMBUS
65 East State Street, Suite 2000
Columbus, OH 43215
contactsd@schneiderdowns.com
p:614.621.4060 f:614.621.4062

WASHINGTON, D.C.
1660 International Drive, Suite 600
McLean, VA 22102
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p:571.380.9003
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Schneider Downs is a Top 60 independent Certified Public Accounting (CPA) firm providing accounting, tax,
audit and business advisory services to public and private companies, not-for-profit organizations and global
companies. We also offer Internal Audit; Technology Consulting; Software Solutions; Personal Financial
Services; Retirement Plan Solutions and Corporate Finance Services. Schneider Downs is the 13th largest
accounting firm in the Mid-Atlantic region and serves individuals and companies in Pennsylvania (PA), Ohio
(OH), West Virginia (WV), New York (NY), Maryland (MD), and additional states in the United States with offices
in Pittsburgh, PA and Columbus, OH.
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